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Guide to the Compendium 
This collection of more than 5,000 listings of extant Scottish silver was compiled over a period 
of two decades via the resources of the Cornell University library system and through the 
generous assistance of numerous silver dealers, historians, collectors, museum curators and other 
experts.  While the focus was placed initially on Edinburgh silver, there are many important 
provincial silver examples included among the listings.  Despite obvious limitations, we believe 
this compendium is one of the most comprehensive inventories of extant Scottish silver compiled 
LQRQHUHVRXUFH:LWKWKHHDV\DFFHVVRIWKLVERRNYLDWKH,QWHUQHWDQG&RUQHOO¶V'VSDFHZH
hope it will prove to be a useful guide for researchers, dealers and collectors as well as an 
inspiration for those who appreciate the Scottish goldsmiths and marvel at their wares. 
Silver items are listed by category (e.g. bowls) and subcategory (e.g. sugar bowls) in 
chronological order.  For categories with only a few listings, they are likely to be found within 
WKH³0LVFHOODQHRXV´VHFWLRQ,QPRVWFDVHVWKHOLVWLQJLVDYHUEDWLPH[WUDFWIURPWKHPXVHXP
catalog, auction record or magazine advertisement, etc.  However, in several cases, the maker 





year, and category.  However, for some items (e.g. those currently in museums), the source 
listing itself may be used to obtain greater detail about a specific piece of interest. Compendium of Scottish Silver
vi
When the same silver item was found in multiple sources, the sources were combined under one 
listing (e.g. multiple shops in sequence, or auctions and then museums, etc.).  In cases where two 
or more items listed in different sources cannot be distinguished with certainty between them and 
may be the same piece, the first listing appears in normal text while the subsequent similar 
listings appear in italics.  These may or may not be separate pieces and the user should be 
cautious.  This is particularly a problem for Scottish provincial pieces that have incomplete 
descriptions and lack an annual date letter.  Reference texts used in the compendium are 
abbreviated in the listing.  Full bibliographic information follows at the end of the book for these 
sources.  Journals and auctions are listed with as much information as was available.  Even 
though the citations are as complete as possible, some may inevitably prove problematic (via 
errors in original transcription) or be difficult to pursue.  We apologize in advance where this 
may be the case.   Compendium of Scottish Silver
vii
Abbreviations Used: 
# in an auction catalog = lot 
# in a book =  the plate designation 
³ LQFKHV
appx = appendix 
ca = approximate 
di = diameter 
d = pennyweights (20 per troy ounce) 
g or gm = grams 
ht = height 
PP PDNHU¶VPDUN
oz = troy ounces 
p = page  
vol = volume (of a journal or multi-volume text) Compendium of Scottish Silver
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TIME-LINE OF SCOTTISH SILVER FORMS: 
EARLIEST APPEARANCES 
This time-line is offered solely as a guide based on current surviving pieces found in the 
database.  These pieces are not necessarily the earliest actually produced.  In a few cases 
entries are included and specified for pieces known to have existed in the past based on 
detailed records (e.g. patron accounts, etc.) even when the continued existence of the piece 
is uncertain.  Certainly, earlier pieces may come to light in coming years.  We hope this 
timeline will encourage a continued examination of Scottish silver style development and 
innovation.  We have attempted to provide both Edinburgh and provincial examples 
whenever possible. 
Pre-1500 
0D]HU²VFD---The Bute Mazer 
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ix
1600s and 1610s 
Slip-top Spoon --- 1609-10ca, Gilbert Kirkwood, Edinburgh. 
The Heriot Cup (Nautilus cup) --- 1611-13 Robert Dennistoun, Edinburgh. 
Horse Racing Prize---1617ca The Lanark Bell maker Hugh Lindsay, deacon Robert 
Dennistoun 
All-Silver Mazer (bowl-type)---1619ca Thomas Cleghorne I, Deacon James Dennistoun, 
Edinburgh. (Documentary evidence shows that all-silver mazers existed at least as 
HDUO\DV7KHRWKHUH[WDQWH[DPSOHLVWKH6W/HRQDUG¶V0D]HU
th-century, 
standing-type), University of St. Andrews. 
City Mace (Edinburgh)---1617ca George Robertson I 
1620s and 1630s 
 Wine Cup---1630ca Thomas Cleghorne, Edinburgh 
  Coronation Items---1633ca Gold Ampulla, used at the Scottish Coronation of Charles I, 
unmarked. 
Bread Plates (Trinity Church) --- 1633ca Thomas Kirkwood, Edinburgh. 
Coconut Cup --- 1637-39 Andrew Dennistoun, Edinburgh. 








4XDLFKIXOO\PDUNHG²(GZDUG&OHJKRUQH,Compendium of Scottish Silver
x
Set of Trefid spoons---1665-80 marks of Edward Cleghorne I and Alexander Reid (one 























%HDNHU GDWHG  E\ -DPHV 3HQPDQ 3DLU 7KLVWOH VKDSHGW Z R R W K H U S U R Y L Q F L D O 
EHDNHUVOLNHO\HDUOLHU0DGHDV&RPPXQLRQ&XSVRI/HVOLH
&KDOLFH³7KH)RUV\WK´FD=DFFKDULDV0HOOLQXV(GLQEXUJKCompendium of Scottish Silver
xi
Saucepan --- 1688/89 George Scott, Edinburgh. 
Bleeding Bowl ---1689/90 by James Penman, Edinburgh. Circular bowl, trefoil handle 
pierced with clovers. 
1690s 













originally large sets, and one by Thomas Cleghorne in the National Museums of Scotland. 
:DOO6FRQFHV-DPHV3HQPDQ3DLU
Monteith --- 1698/99 Colin McKenzie, Edinburgh. 
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xii
Hanoverian Forks----1702/03 Colin McKenzie, Edinburgh 
























6WUDZEHUU\'LVK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xiii
Snuffer Stand---1719/20 Henry Bethune 
Egg or Barrel-Shaped Teapot---1719/20 Henry Bethune (egg) and Colin McKenzie (barrel) 
(both James Penman apprentices). 
1720s 
Chocolate Pot --- 1720/21 Patrick Murray, Edinburgh. 
Octagonal Teapot --- 1723/24 William Aytoun, Edinburgh. 
Desert Spoons --- 1722/23 Kenneth McKenzie, Edinburgh. 
Use of Wavy Border, Molded Edge, Bowls and Stands---1721/22 James Mitchelson-Private 
Collection UK, then 1723/24 James Ker; then 1725/26 James Ker (James Penman 
lineage). 
Spirit Burner --- 1724/25 James Mitchelson, Edinburgh. 
Strawberry Dish ---1725ca, by Robert Luke, Glasgow. (Edinburgh 1718-19) 
Snuff Box --- Glasgow, 1725ca, Johan Got-helf-Bilsings, Glasgow. 
Tea Kettle, Lamp and Stand---1725/26 James Mitchelson. 
Snake-Handled Tea Urn---1723/24 William Aytoun, Edinburgh 
Use of Curved Spout---1725/26 James Mitchelson (kettle) and Edward Penman (teapot) 
(apprentice of James Penman); 1726/27 James Tait  
Three-Footed Sugar Bowl---1726/27 James Ker, Edinburgh 
Pair of Branches for Candlesticks --- 1728/29 James Ker, Edinburgh. 
Dry Mustard Pot --- 1729/30 William Aytoun, Edinburgh. 
6TXDUH6DOYHUPDNHU¶VPDUNXQFOHDU(GLQEXUJK
1730s 
Dessert Knives --- 1730ca, unmarked, Edinburgh. 
Bun Pepper --- 1730/31 William Aytoun, Edinburgh. 
Double-Lipped Sauce Boats --- 1730/31 James Mitchelson, Edinburgh. Compendium of Scottish Silver
xiv
Punch Ladle --- 1733/34 William Aytoun, Edinburgh. 
Cream boats---1733/34 James Ker and Ebenezer Oliphant, 1735/36 William Aytoun 
(YHUWHG5LP&KDVHG6XJDU%RZOV²-DPHV.HUIRXUIRRWHGSDUWRIVHWQRWHDOVR
D-DPHV7DLWERZOWKUHHIRRWHGULPIODWHYHUWHGVKDSHGEXWXQGHFRUDWHG
Urn Stand --- 1735/36 James Ker, Edinburgh. 
7HDVSRRQV6FRWVILGGOHSDWWHUQFD-RKQ5ROOR(GLQEXUJK
.HWWOH6HW(TXLSSHGIRU6LOYHU7DEOH-DPHV0LWFKHOVRQ
Taperstick --- 1736/37 James Ker, Edinburgh. 
Gold Teapot --- 1736 James Ker, Edinburgh. 
&UXHW)UDPH:LOOLDP0DUVKDOO,(GLQEXUJK1RWHWKLVPDNHUKDGDQXQWLPHO\
death shorten his career. 
6QXIIHU7UD\/DXUHQFH2OLSKDQW(GLQEXUJK
Burgess-Ticket Box --- 1736/37 John Rollo, Edinburgh. 
*UDY\%RDWFDPDNHU¶VPDUN5& possibly Edinburgh. 
Cake Basket---1739/40 James Ker; also 1740/41 by James Ker and 1740ca by James Ker 
Punch Strainer --- probably late 1730s William Aytoun, Edinburgh. 
1740s 
/LEUDU\ /DPS   :LOOLDP $\WRXQ (GLQEXUJK DVVD\PDVWHU 'DYLG 0LWFKHOO )HE
6HSW
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1750s 
Tea Vases (pair) --- 1750ca James Glen Glasgow. 
Use of Bird Finial---1753/54 Lothian & Robertson (kettle) and Robert Gordon (teapot). 
Square Teapot---1753/54 Lothian & Robertson (Robertson trained by Edward Lothian). 
1760s 
Pointed Old English Spoons --- 1763/64 Lothian & Robertson 
Soup Tureen---1763/64 Alexander Gairdner (apprenticed to William Aytoun). 
  Sugar Tongs---1760/61 by Alexander Aitchison I 
1770s 
Bannock or Toast Rack---1773/74 Patrick Robertson. 
Servers/Fish Slices---1778/79 Peter Mathie server, 1780/81 WD probably William Davie 
Fish Slice 
2QVORZ 3DWWHUQ²  .HU 	 'HPSVWHU DOVR  :' VFULSW SUREDEO\ IRU
William Davie or William Dempster, also one 1783-84 Alexander Gardner. 
1780s 
Wine Coaster---1781/82 WD for William Davie or William Dempster. 
  Wine Funnel Stand---1782/83 WD for either William Davie or William Dempster 
  ditto --- 1783-4 by W. & P. Cunningham. 
  Vase Shaped Sugar---1783/84 WD for William Davie or William Dempster. Compendium of Scottish Silver
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LIST OF PLATES 
Front Cover  Two thistle mugs.  The left is a miniature 1695ca Edinburgh by John Seatoun, 
PDNHU¶VPDUNRQO\7KHULJKWLVDIXOOVL]HGPXJE\(GZDUG3HQPDQ(GLQEXUJK
assayed by his father, James Penman.  Courtesy of The Phoenix Collection.  Photograph by 
Janice M. Dietert 
PLATES 
 %DVNHWV$FDNHEDVNHWE\:VWDU'SUREDEO\:LOOLDP'HPSVWHU(GLQEXUJK
Courtesy of a private collector, photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
 %HDNHUV3DLURIEHDNHUVE\3DWULFN5REHUWVRQ(GLQEXUJK3KRWRJUDSKFRXUWHV\RI





Photograph courtesy of J. H. Bourdon-Smith, London. 
 6ORS%RZOV$WKUHHIRRWHGVKDOORZ6ORSRU6XJDU%RZOE\-DPHV7DLW
Edinburgh.  Courtesy of The Phoenix Collection.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
 6WUDZEHUU\%RZOV$6WUDZEHUU\%RZO'LVKFDE\*HRUJH&RRSHU$EHUGHHQ
Photograph courtesy of The Maple Swan Collection. 
 6XJDU%RZOV$6XJDU%RZOE\-DPHV0LWFKHOO(GLQEXUJK&RXUWHV\RI7KH
Phoenix Collection.  Photograph by Janice M Dietert. 
 %R[HV$3UHVHQWDWLRQ6QXII%R[E\$OH[DQGHU*DLUGQHU(GLQEXUJKWRSDQGERWWRP




Phoenix Collection. Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
&DVWHUV$Q2FWDJRQDO&DVWHUPDGH)DOORIE\-DPHV.HU(GZDUG3HQPDQDVVD\HU
Edinburgh.  Courtesy of The Phoenix Collection.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
&KXUFK6LOYHU$&RPPXQLRQ&XSVFDE\:LOOLDP/LQGVD\IRUWKH&KXUFKRI
Montrose.  Photograph courtesy of The Maple Swan Collection. 
&RPPXQLRQ&XSV$&RPPXQLRQ&XSFDE\(GZDUG&OHJKRUQH,(GLQEXUJKIRU6W
/HRQDUG¶V&KXUFK6W$QGUHZV3KRWRJUDSKFRXUWHV\RI7KH0DSOH6ZDQ&ROOHFWLRQCompendium of Scottish Silver
xviii
14. Patens.  A Communion Paten 1650ca by Edward Cleghorne I, Edinburgh.  Photograph 
courtesy of The Maple Swan Collection. 
15. Plates.  The Cruden Communion Bread Plate. Inscribed/dated 1691 for the church at Cruden 
Bay by GW, Aberdeen.  Photograph courtesy of The Maple Swan Collection. 
16.  Coffeepots.  An Edinburgh example 1759/60 by William Taylor.  Courtesy of J.H. Bourdon-
Smith, London. 
17. Cream and Milk Containers.  Group of three Edinburgh Cream Boats of different styles, 
1744/45 Edward Lothian (left), 1752/53 Robert Gordon (center), 1741/42 James Weems 
(right).  Courtesy of The Phoenix Collection.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
18.  Cruets.  A Cruet 1760ca by Milne and Campbell, Glasgow.  Photograph courtesy of The 
Maple Swan Collection. 
19. Cups.  A Tumbler Cup 1717-19ca Edinburgh by Henry Bethune.  Courtesy of The Phoenix 
Collection.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
20.  Dinnerware.  One of two Covered Entrée Dishes 1829/30 Marshall and Son, Edinburgh.  
Courtesy of a private collector.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert 
21. Dish Crosses and Dish Rings.  A Dish Cross 1767/68 by WD probably William Dempster, 
Edinburgh. Courtesy of The Phoenix Collection.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert 
22. Plates.  One of a pair of Ashets (meat dishes) 1821/22 by George McHattie, Edinburgh.  
Courtesy of a private collector.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
23. Flatware.  A Scots Fiddle Pattern Tea Straining Spoon 1730ca by William Aytoun, 
Edinburgh.  Courtesy of a private collector.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert 
24. Fish Slices.  A Fish Slice 1807/08 by James Douglas, Edinburgh.  Courtesy of The Phoenix 
Collection. Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
25. Forks.  A pair of Trefid Tableforks 1698/99 by Alexander Kincaid, Edinburgh.  Courtesy of 
The Phoenix Collection.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
26. Knives.  Two from a set of twelve 1786-90 Dessert Knives by Patrick Robertson, Edinburgh.  
Courtesy of a private collector.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert 
27. Ladles.  A pair of Dundee Sauce Ladles 1790ca by James Douglas.  Courtesy of The Phoenix 
Collection. Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
28. Marrow Spoons and Scoops.  Four Marrow Scoops.  1747/48 by Dougal Ged, Edinburgh 
(top), 1840/41 Bone Marrow Club by WC, Edinburgh,  made for Andrew Rutherford (2
nd
from the top), a twisted stem example 1815/16 by George McHattie, Edinburgh retailed by 
Heron (next to bottom), and a 1811/12 bulbous connection example by John Ziegler, 
Edinburgh (bottom).  Courtesy of a private collector.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. Compendium of Scottish Silver
29. Skewers.  Top - A long skewer from a set of four 1820/21 by George Fenwick   Center - a 
tiny skewer 1800 ca Inverness by Robert Naughton.  Bottom - a leaf-decorated Skewer 
1828/29 by Heron, Greenock, Glasgow assay.  Courtesy of a private collector.  Photograph 
by Janice M. Dietert 
30. Spoons.  A pair of Decorated Trefid Spoons 1682ca probably by Marion Cleghorne (Edward 
&OHJKRUQH,¶VZLGRZ(GLQEXUJK&RXUWHV\RI7KH3KRHQL[&ROOHFWLRQ3KRWRJUDSKE\
Janice M. Dietert. 
7RQJV7KUHH6XJDU7RQJV/HIW±FDE\3HWHU0DWKLH(GLQEXUJK&HQWHUFD
-DPHV(UVNLQH$EHUGHHQ5LJKWFDE\3+3DLVOH\&RXUWHV\RI7KH3KRHQL[




Rod of Scotland.  This top was made specifically for the Scottish coronation of George IV in 
1821.  All courtesy of a private collector.  Photographs by Janice M. Dietert. 
0XJV$(GLQEXUJKH[DPSOHE\3DWULFN0XUUD\,,&RXUWHV\RI7KH3KRHQL[
Collection. Photograph by Janice M Dietert. 
0XJV*HQHUDO$Q(GLQEXUJKH[DPSOHE\'RXJDO*HG&RXUWHV\RI7KH3KRHQL[
Collection.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
0XJV7KLVWOH$Q$EHUGHHQH[DPSOHFDE\*HRUJH5REHUWVRQ3KRWRJUDSKFRXUWHV\RI
The Maple Swan Collection. 
0XVWDUG3RWV7KH(GLQEXUJKH[DPSOHLVE\)UDQFLV+RZGHQ3KRWRJUDSKFRXUWHV\
of The Maple Swan Collection. 
4XDLFKV$Q(GLQEXUJKH[DPSOHE\0DWWKHZ&UDZ&RXUWHV\RI7KH3KRHQL[










Photograph courtesy of The Maple Swan Collection. Compendium of Scottish Silver
43. Tankards.  An Edinburgh example of 1695/96 by Alexander Forbes.  Photograph courtesy of 
S.J. Shrubsole, NY. 
44. Tazzas.  An Edinburgh example of 1698/99 by John Yorstoun.  Courtesy of The Phoenix 
Collection.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert 
45. Tea.  Some components used in serving tea.  A Sugar Bowl 1731/32 by Archibald Ure, a 
1740/41 Cream Boat by James Mitchell, a 1739/40 Salver by James Mitchelson and 
examples of Scots Fiddle teaspoons by Ebenezer Oliphant, James Hewitt and WM.   
Courtesy of The Phoenix Collection. Photograph by Janice M. Dietert 
46. Tea Caddies.  The Edinburgh example is 1792/93 by William Robertson.  Courtesy of a 
private collector.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
47. Tea Kettles, Stands and Trays.  The Kettle and Stand is 1758/59 by WD probably William 
Dempster, Edinburgh.  Courtesy of a private collector.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
48. Teapots.  An Edinburgh example of 1735/36 by James Ker. Photograph courtesy of Asprey, 
Ltd. London. 
49. Tea Service. An assembled Edinburgh Tea Service.  Sugar 1730/31, Cream Boat 1735/36, 
and Salver 1740/41 all by William Aytoun, the teapot is 1734/35 by Hugh Penman.  Courtesy 
of The Phoenix Collection.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
7RDVWDQG%DQQRFN5DFNV$Q(GLQEXUJKH[DPSOHPDNHU¶VPDUNREVFXUHG
Courtesy of the Phoenix Collection. Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
51. Urns.  An Ovoid Shaped Urn with Snake Handles 1738/39 by James Weems, Edinburgh.  
Courtesy of a private collector.  Photograph by Janice M. Dietert. 
:LQH$:LQH/DEHOE\-+(GLQEXUJK:LQH)XQQHOQRPDNHU¶VPDUN:LQH
Funnel Stand, 1810ca James McKay, Edinburgh.  All courtesy of The Phoenix Collection.  
Photographs by Janice M. Dietert.   
53.  Wine Cups and Goblets.  A Goblet 1807/08 by Robert Gray and Son, Glasgow (Edinburgh 
assay). Courtesy of J.H. Bourdon-Smith, London. 
Back Cover  Photograph of the authors by Janice M. Dietert. Baskets
BASKETS
Plate 1.  A 1761/62 Cakebasket by W * D, probably William Dempster, Edinburgh.
Courtesy of a private collector.  Photograph by Janice M Dietert
1
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Plate 31.  Three Sugar Tongs
Left – 1790ca by Peter Mathie, Edinburgh; Center – 1800ca by James Erskine, Aberdeen;
Right – 1790ca by PH, Paisley
Courtesy of The Phoenix Collection.  Photograph by Janice M Dietert






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BRIEF GLOSSARY AND EXPLANATIONS 
To aid the reader, a brief glossary of terms found in the compendium and related sources are 
provided along with explanations for some maker assignments within this book.   For a far more 
FRPSUHKHQVLYHGHILQLWLRQRIWHUPVZHZRXOGUHIHUWKHUHDGHUWR0LFKDHO&OD\WRQ¶V'LFWLRQDU\RI
the Silver and Gold of Great Britain and North America.  (see Works Cited).  
Acanthus = a leafy plant used as a model for some stylized decoration 
Adam-style = following the architectural designs of Robert Adam, the important 18
th century 
Scottish architect. 
Argyll = a container with a heat preserving component (hot water jacket or a heated bar of iron) 
to enable gravy to stay warm. 
Assay master = the goldsmith entrusted by the Incorporation with certifying the standard of 
wares wrought by the freemen.  Prior to 1681, the elected deacon in Edinburgh also 
performed the function of assay master.  The elected posts were separated in 1681 but the 
DVVD\PDVWHUFRQWLQXHGWRXVHKLVPDNHU¶VPDUNSXQFKIRUFHUWLILFDWLRQXQWLOWKHDGYHQWRIWKH
thistle mark in 1759.  The Scottish standard for silver was not the same as English sterling for 
much of the 18
th century and earlier. 
Ashet = an oval meat dish; the term is frequently used in Scotland and is derived from French. 
Bale (or bail) = a swing handle as on a bucket 
Baluster = a column or stem of small size with a shaped outline. 
Bannock Rack = a variant on the toast rack but with fewer especially wide dividers to 
accommodate Scottish bannock bread. 
Beaker = a tall cylindrical cup, usually of tapering-cylindrical form, without handles. 
Blackjack = a leather tankard or bottle, sometimes with silver mounts 
Bleeding Bowl = in this book a form of shallow dish or cup with a single handle (also called a 
porringer in some countries).  
Bobeche = from the French, a collar on a candlestick nozzle used to catch wax drippings 
Bombe = curving or bulging outward.  Based on French and used extensively in furniture 
designs.  This form would contrast with the inverted pear or baluster descriptions in that the 
bulge is usually dramatic but following a smooth line. 
Cabriole = resembling the leg of a capering (e.g. goat) animal.  It is a leg that curves outward at 
the knee and then narrows downward ending is an ornamental foot.  The term and use was 
SURPLQHQWLQ7KRPDV&KLSSHQGDOH¶VIXUQLWXUHGHVLJQV
xxi xxiiiCompendium of Scottish Silver
546
Campana = the shape of a bell. 
Canted corners = corners having slanted or oblique surfaces. 
Canteen = a container usually with cutlery, spice containers and a cup or beaker for use when 
traveling. 
Capped = sitting atop, as in a stylized leaf sitting atop a handle on a mug, (i.e. leaf-capped.) 
Capstan = the shape of a vertical spool-shaped cylinder used on docks for securing boats 
Caryatid = usually a supporting column that takes the form of a draped female figure. 
Cartouche = an oval shaped decorated element usually engraved or as an applied plaque.  Its 
function was usually to permit owner designations.  It is either vacant or containing heraldic 
elements or initials. 
Caster = a tall, narrow covered container for sugar and spices.  They may have pierced covers or 
be blind (not pierced, but sometimes engraved to match the pierced design on others). 
Casting = made involving a mold usually created in wood, metal or wax.  Examples of casting 
would include spouts on teapots and some candlesticks.  Exceptional Scottish casting required 
a different set of expertise from that of raising spoons, etc.  Therefore, examples of cast 




Edinburgh and Dundee.  However, the recent appearance of items carrying the mark in 
question prior to Dickson becoming free suggests that Charles Duncan is the more likely 
attribution for the mark presented in Jackson.  In this compendium, both names are listed in 
many cases where the source had attributed the piece to Dickson.  This current confusion over 
this specific mark for Duncan vs. Dickson should be sorted out in favor of Duncan in the near 
future.  
Chamfered corners = corners given a smooth rounded or beveled shape. 
Chasing = the pushing of the silver surface with no removal of silver to create decorative patterns 
or designs.  Flat chasing is performed from the front and is in low relief.  In contrast, repousse 
chasing is done from the back where silver is pushed into raised patterns and then finished on 
the front 
Chocolate Pot = of similar form to a coffee pot but with a finial either hinged or sliding to permit 
ready use of a stirrer for suspending the sediment before serving 
Cinquefoil = an architectural design having five sides consisting of converging arcs.  The origin 
is derived from five petaled flowers or the plant of the same name. 
xxivGlossary
547
Cipher = a design of interweaving letters of a monogram in an intricate manner.  With many 
cipher engravings the letters are virtually indecipherable or coded.  Hence the derivation of 
the term 
Citrine = a pale yellow type of crystallized quartz 
Cover = a fully detachable lift-off top usually to a two-handled cup, sugar bowl or occasionally a 
few teapots.
Coconut Cup = a coconut shell usually mounted with silver. 
Coronets = coronets on Scottish silver have different distinctions depending upon the exact form 
of the crown.  This explains references made in the descriptions to the coronet of a duke, an 
earl, etc.  Sometimes, a specific coronet and an initial (of the last name) are sufficient to 
suggest a likely family of prior ownership.  Coronets are of five types distinguishing the ranks 
of duke, marquess, earl, viscount and lord in descending order. In the peerage of Scotland 
³ORUG´LVWKHFRUUHFWWLWOHIRUWKHHTXLYDOHQW(QJOLVKUDQNRI³EDURQ´
Cowrie Box = a box, in this case-silver mounted, using the shell of a specific tropical marine 
gastropod 
Cruet = a low stand with rings to hold casters, casters and bottles, bottles alone or egg cups 
Cut-Card Work = a late 17
th early 18
th century decorative procedure involving pieces of silver, 
sometimes decorated itself, which were then applied to the body or cover of an item via 
solder.  In Scottish silver, the most frequently seen examples are the lobes found on thistle 
mugs arranged in such a way as to suggest stylized leaves.  
'HDFRQ WKH'HDFRQRIWKH,QFRUSRUDWLRQRI*ROGVPLWKVLQ(GLQEXUJKZDVWKHKLJKHVWHOHFWHG
position and the post was most usually held for two years in duration. Until 1681, the deacon 
DOVRVHUYHGDVWKHDVVD\PDVWHUDQGKLVPDNHU¶VPDUNZDVXVHGIRUFHUWLI\LQJWKDWWKH
appropriate silver standard had been used in making an item.  Once a goldsmith had served as 
Deacon he continued to be referred to as Deacon in subsequent minutes, notes and 
correspondence of the Incorporation.  This is a practice that can lead to some confusion in the 
present day. 
Diaper-Work = a decorated usually engraved area consisting of a network of shaped geometric 
elements usually boxes or lozenges (sometimes with a dot in the center of each) 
Dirk = a particular type of Highland dagger with a long straight blade.  The dirk is at least twice 
the length of a skene dhu, slung from a belt at the waist when wearing the kilt. 
Dish Cross = an X-shaped stand having a combination of four arms (usually adjustable in length) 
used to support a dish for serving and/or warming.  Scottish examples may or may not be 
equipped with a central burner. 
Dish Ring = In Scotland, a circular open ring or shallow cone on a stand used to accommodate a 
circular food container such as a serving dish.  It serves the same function as a dish cross. It 
sometimes has a fitting for a spirit burner. 
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Disk-end spoons = among the earliest form of Scottish spoon.  The terminal is an almost 
complete circle joining the stem.  The disk may carry decoration and/or engraving of initials 
or arms. 
Dog-nose flatware/spoons = a modification of the trefid without any notches.  The center of the 
terminal is rounded and projecting while the shoulders are also slightly rounded.  The terminal 
is angled upward slightly from the plane of the stem (in contrast with wavy-end flatware). The 
pattern was found mainly between 1690-1715 in Scotland 
Dolphin-handle = the famous dolphin handles applied to select Scottish cream boats, etc. of the 
1740s and 50s was used by only a small cadre of Scottish goldsmiths.  From close inspection 
of several cast forms, the figure does not resemble an actual dolphin but rather is a heraldic 
dolphin or stylized sea creature with mixed features derived from dolphins, eels and fish.  The 
earliest use recorded to date is 1743/44 WD mm for either William Dempster or William 
Davie. 
Double-scroll = two connected scrolls, as used in forming a handle, with the second curved at a 
different angle from the first. 
Dredger = a container with a perforated cover for sifting through flour or other materials. 
Edinburgh Silver post 1783 = Since Scottish silver was supposed to be assayed in Edinburgh and 
duty paid from 1784-, many provincial goldsmiths made work carrying Edinburgh marks, 
particularly between 1784 and the opening of the Glasgow assay office in 1819.  Therefore, 
any pieces falling in this interval should be viewed as potentially crafted by goldsmiths based 
anywhere in Scotland and not necessarily the output of an Edinburgh goldsmith. 
Engraving = design created by removing silver from the surface.  Engraving was used in 
Scotland for including armorials, initials and also for other decorations.  Bright cut-engraving 
is seen from about 1775 on and is created by using contrasting depths and angles of the cut. 
Epergne = usually a centerpiece with a large central bowl and several smaller bowls distributed 
around the circumference: a French term 
Everted = turned outward 
Ewer = a pitcher of various shapes accompanying a basin, both were used for hand washing 
during meals (particularly necessary preceding the use of utensils).  
Faceted = having multiple flat surfaces oriented at different angles as on a cut gemstone. 
Fiddle pattern flatware/spoons (English) = this is the traditional flatware with the terminal half of 
the stem forming a slightly rounded rectangle.  Slight projections can occur where this 
rectangle thins to the profile of the stem. 
Flagon = frequently these were made for secular use but then later presented by donors to 
churches.  These usually take the form of tall, slender tankards/pitchers, often they are 
cylindrical and on a spreading foot 
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Flange = a protruding rim or collar 
Festoon = a draped arrangement of flowers and fruit tied at either end and sometimes secured in 
the middle as well 
Filigree = openwork metal formed into geometric design or foliage-like ornament 
Finial = an element, usually architecturally-derived, placed atop covers, lids and some spoons 
Fluting = a series of long usually rounded grooves incised into otherwise flat surfaces, the effects 
resemble that of a pleated ruffle of cloth.  
Foliate = resembling foliage 
Freedom = as in Freedom Boxes.  The granting of the right to become a burgess of a burgh or 
alternatively a freeman of an Incorporation or Guild.  It could be given by town councils in 
gratitude or earned though apprenticeship and successful essays.  Freedom Boxes were 
designed to hold the documents. 
Gadroons = probably referring to gathered-rounds, in this case decorative raised arcs of silver 
used in the borders of tazzas, sauceboats, and on the bases of various pieces. 
Girdle = in this case an applied band of silver, sometimes decorated, placed surrounding the 
body and used to strengthen the piece while providing decoration. 
Hanoverian flatware/spoons = This is a pattern common across the UK and the earliest use in 
Scotland was 1702/03.  The pattern has an upturned mostly rounded terminal on a stem 
sometimes with an upper midrib.  Contemporary engraving was always placed on the terminal 
reverse. 
+DVK6SRRQ KHUHDODUJHVHUYLQJVSRRQJUHDWHUWKDQ´LQOHQJWK
IB Glasgow 1707-50 mark = In this book, these marks are designated as by Johann Got-helf-
Bilsings as according to Jackson.  However, this maker assignment seems tenuous and is 
likely to be revised in the near future. The reader should approach this with caution.  James 
Boyd became a freeman in 1707 and the earlier IB marks possibly pertain to him. 
,0PDNHU¶VPDUNV(GLQEXUJK %DVHGRQWKHPRVWUHFHQWLQIRUPDWLRQDWSUHVVWLPH
designation for the mark IM with a figure between has been given to James Mitchell.  Pieces 
previously attributed to John Main have been assigned to James Mitchelson in this 
compendium.  Pieces carrying the mark, IM in an engrailed rectangle, are listed as by either 
James McKenzie I or James Mitchelson. (see Silver Studies 2006 for more detail). 
Knop = a decorative knob such as those found on the stems of some communion cups and 
candlesticks or on the tops of handles of some early Scottish two-handled cups. 
Lattice (or Trellis) work = a framework of regularly overlaid lines. 
Leith Race Prizes = The Leith Race was an annual horserace where prizes were awarded.  The 
FRQWUDFWIRUSURGXFLQJWKHSUL]HXVXDOO\ZHQWWRWKH'HDFRQRIWKH(GLQEXUJK,QFRUSRUDWLRQRI
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Goldsmiths.  The gold teapots by James Ker are examples of Leith prizes.  Regrettably, only a 
small proportion of those that were made have survived. 
Lid = a top to items such as a teapot, tankard or jug, that is not designed to detach completely 
and is hinged either via a flush hinge or through an applied hinge. 
Lozenge = a heraldic device in a diamond-like shape. 
/XJ OLWHUDOO\³HDU´WKH6FRWWLVKZRUGIRUDVPDOOKDQGOHDVRQDTXDLFKSLJJLQHWF
Maker vs. Deacon = For pre-1681 Edinburgh silver where the elected deacon served as the assay 
master, it is not always possible to determine with certainty which punch is that of the maker 
of a piece and which is by the deacon at the time of assay.  Because of this, the same piece 
may appear to have different makers as described in different catalogs.  A famous example is 
the set of trefid spoons carrying the marks of Edward Cleghorne I and Alexander Reid.   We 
have attempted to use the most recent designations based on style and other considerations.  
%XWWKHVHVWLOOODFNFRPSOHWHFHUWDLQW\8VXDOO\WKHPDNHU¶VPDUNLVRQWKHOHIWRIWKHFDVWOH
DQGWKHGHDFRQ¶VPDUNRQWKHULJKWEXWWKLVPHWKRGRILGHQWLILFDWLRQEUHDNVGRZQZKHQPDUNV
are struck vertically on spoons, etc. 
0DUURZ6SRRQ DVSRRQWKDWKDVWKHVWHPLQFRUSRUDWLQJDPDUURZVFRRS




Muffineer = a container with a perforated cover for applying sugar to breads, etc. 
Nozzle = also called a socket.  The top part of the candlestick into which the candle is inserted.  
6RPHWLPHVWKHVHDUHPDGHWREHGHWDFKDEOH
Octagonal hollowware = silver items with eight-sided finished surfaces   Employed in the early 
18
thFHQWXU\E\RQO\WKHPRUHH[SHUW6FRWWLVKJROGVPLWKV




without a foot or handle. 
3DWHQ DFRYHUIRUDFRPPXQLRQFXS6RPHWLPHVLWLVQRWHDVLO\GLVWLQJXLVKDEOHIURPDVPDOO
WD]]D&RPPXQLRQFXSVRIWKH&KXUFKRI6FRWODQGQHYHUKDYHSDWHQV3DWHQVJRZLWKFKDOLFHV




century, are extraordinarily rare. 
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Piggin = A piggin is a miniature stave-built pail, with one of the staves rising above the rest to 
form a single vertical lug. This shape was occasionally copied in silver. 
Pointed Old English = the variant derived from the Old English flatware (i.e. a down-turned 
rounded end on spoon terminals) pattern using a pointed rather than a rounded terminal.  It 
was made mainly in Scotland, Ireland and by Scottish or Irish craftsman in the colonies.  It 
has been called by a variety of names over the years.  It has nothing whatsoever to do with 
being Celtic. 
Points = repeating projections within the wavy borders of bowls, salvers and teapot stands.  
These may be enumerated as one means of distinguishing among otherwise identical pieces.  
7KHQXPEHURI³SRLQWV´RQDVWDQGLVXVXDOO\PRUHWKDQWKHQXPEHURISRLQWVRQDVXJDU
bowl within the same set. 
Porringers = In this compendium, a form of two handled cups that are usually shallow, wide and 
bulbous near the base.  Here it is distinguished from a bleeding bowl that has only one handle. 
3XQFK%RZO LQWKLVERRNDERZORI´RUODUJHULQGLDPHWHU
Puritan spoons = modified from earlier slip-top spoons.  The stem is not flat but rather largely 
square like a plank of wood. These spoons have essentially no special terminal beyond a cut 
made at right angles. 
Quaich = a two-lugged shallow bowl.  The earliest were originally made of wood.  Many silver 
H[DPSOHVDWWHPSWWRVLPXODWHWKHZRRGHQVHFWLRQVE\HQJUDYLQJVWDYHOLQHV
Reeded = having a series of parallel incised lines. 
Repousse = a technique of hammering designs in relief from the reverse side of metal. 
Reticulated = a series of lines forming a net, mesh or network. 
Riband = a ribbon used for decoration or to contain a motto. 
Rocaille = decorative rococo work emphasizing shells and scrolls.  Originally it meant artificial 
rock-work and this gradually slid into scrollwork.   In contrast with rococo work, rocaille does 
not necessarily have to be asymmetrical. 
Rococo = an ornate decorative style with intricate work of flowers, shells and scrolls.  The 
defining element of rococo is that it is asymmetrical. 
Roundels = a series of round panels. 
6DOWLUH $6W$QGUHZ¶V&URVVLQWKHVKDSHRIDQ;
6DOYHU LQWKLVERRNDWUD\RQWKUHHRUPRUHIHHWRIJUHDWHUWKDQò´LQGLDPHWHU
Sander = a container, usually part of the 18
th century writing implements set, with perforations in 
the cover to apply drying sand to documents just completed using ink.  The sand aided in the 
drying process by stabilizing the ink on the document. 
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Sauceboats = this term for a handled sauce container of boat shape is somewhat confused with 




were of a form described as cream boats in contemporary accounts. 
6FDOORSHG KDYLQJFXUYHGSURMHFWLRQVIRUPLQJDQRUQDPHQWDOERUGHU'HULYHGIURPWKHPDULQH





fiddle is a pattern found mainly from 18





placed beneath the crest, Scottish family mottos are usually seen on ribbons draped across the 
WRSRIFUHVWV$VDUHVXOWWKHYDVWPDMRULW\RIDUPRULDOVLOYHULQWKLVOLVWLQJZRXOGH[KLELW
mottos placed above the crest.  This helps readily identify pieces as previously Scottish 















Scrolls = decorative ornaments on silver and furniture that resemble, in form, partially unrolled 




associated with important documents. 
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Seal-top spoons = very rare in Scotland and from the late 16
th century.  Unlike English seals with 
balustoid elements as the terminal Scottish seals may consist of a terminal formed as a simple 
tapering rectangular section attached to the stem. 
6HUYLQJ6SRRQ LQWKLVERRNDODUJHVSRRQXVXDOO\EHWZHHQ´LQOHQJWK
Silver Handles = It should be noted that silver handles on tea service items were not common in 
England or Ireland but were prominent in Scotland from 1720-50.  Therefore, the descriptions 
indicate silver or wooden handles when the information was available. 
6NHQH'KX PHDQLQJ³EODFNNQLIH´$ERXWKDOIWKHOHQJWKRIDGLUNDVNHQHGKXLVDVPDOO
sheathed knife worn in the top of the right stocking when wearing the kilt. 
Slip-top spoons = 17
th century spoons similar to Puritan except that the end is cut at a severe 
angle (said to be slipped) rather than at a right angle. 
Slop Bowl = a bowl used for disposal of used tea leaves or coffee sediment, usually broad and 
shallow compared with a sugar bowl. However, the distinction between slop and sugar bowls 
is not always clear. 
Snuff Mull = a vertical snuff container usually of baluster form rather than a horizontal box.  
They may be all silver or simply silver-mounted.  
Snuffer = usually a bell or cup shaped implement on a handle used to cover and extinguish the 
flame on a lighted candle or spirit lamp. 
Socket = also called nozzle.  The hollow upper part of a candlestick into which the candle is 
fitted.  Sometimes sockets are made to be detachable. 
Spherical = round, important in describing shapes of some teapots, milk jugs, covered sugars, 
etc.  It is used here in place of the less-precise terms such as a globular and bullet.  
Spool = of general cylindrical shape, slightly waisted. 
Sporran = a Highland dress version of a leather or fur pouch worn at the front of the kilt and 
hung via a chain and leather strap. Frequently mounted with silver. 
Spume = foam on a liquid as in breaking ocean waves at the shoreline. 
Stands = early teapot and urn stands are usually supported on a simple rim foot contrasting with 
WD]]DVRQRQHSHGHVWDOIRRWRUVDOYHUVRQWKUHHRUPRUHIHHW$IWHUDERXWVSHFLDOL]HG
stands became less frequent and salvers served the purpose. 
Stippled = having a group of dots or flecks applied via short strokes. 
Stirrup Cup = designed to be taken on foxhunts. It is a slender drinking cup shaped frequently 
OLNHDIR[¶VRUKRXQG¶VKHDG
Swags = ornamental draperies resembling draped curtains. 
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Tazza = a salver or shallow dish on a raised pedestal foot 
Thistle Mug = also called thistle cup.  A relatively small mug of bell-shape with a flared rim 
similar to the shape of a thistle flower, usually with one or more applied girdles and 
frequently with several applied vertical lobes at the base simulating leaves.  It may have a 
scrolled bead-decorated handle or a simple strap handle.  It is uncommon outside of Scotland. 
Toilet Service = equipment needed for the dressing table usually including a mirror, comb boxes, 
scent bottles, pin cushion, whisk, and sometimes candlesticks or ewers and basins. 
Traprain silver (e.g. salts) = early 20
th century reproductions of items from an ancient Roman 
silver hoard found on Traprain Law (hill), Scotland during quarrying activity in 1919.  The 
firm of Brook and Son, Edinburgh, meticulously reproduced some items.  The salts have a 
characteristic triangular shape. 
Tray = In this book, it usually refers to a large salver with handles. 
Trefid flatware/spoons = referring to a three lobed attachment or terminal as on a spoon.  On a 
spoon this is created by flattening the upper part of the stem and using two notches two divide 
the terminal into three sections.  When as attachments to bowls, etc the two side members are 
frequently described as commas.  The trefid spoon terminal usually angles slightly upward 
form the plane of the stem.  The trefid pattern was produced in Scotland mainly between 
1670ca and 1710. 
Trefoils = decorative elements of a leaf with three parts.  Taken from the Trifolium genus. 
Tumbler Cup = a cup without handles that tended to be broad but not deep.  Sometimes these 
were nested when as sets.  Scottish examples sometimes have slightly flared rims. 
Two-Handled Cups = self explanatory except that they are distinguished from porringers by 
being more vertical compared with the diameter. 
Unmarked Covers = Note that in 18
th century Scotland and in contrast with London silver, the 
marking of covers was not common.  Therefore, the descriptions lack a reference to this.   
Vinaigrette = a small container (sometimes worn) designed to hold a sponge soaked in perfume 
or alternatively vinegar for use as smelling salts.  It may be of small box form or take 
numerous other shapes. 
Volute = a spiraled ornament resembling the designs found on gastropod mollusk (Volutidae
family) shells (also used on Ionic capitals) 
:DLWHU LQWKLVERRNXVHGIRUDWUD\UHVWLQJRQWKUHHRUPRUHIHHWDQG´RUOHVVLQGLDPHWHU
Warwick Cruet = a form of the cruet having the base designed with five rings.  The earliest 
English example held five casters, however, many later examples hold two bottles and three 
casters. 




end of the terminal of the spoon or fork is flat and in line with the stem.  This is a largely early 
18
th century pattern in Scotland 















shaped shield or rectangle suspended around a bottle or decanted via a silver chain. 
Wire and Wire work = Wire is created by drawing malleable silver through a series of smaller 
and smaller holes in a draw plate thereby reducing the gauge after each new pass and also 
VWUHQJWKHQLQJWKHVLOYHUZLWKHDFKKDUGHQLQJ7KHUHVXOWLQJVWULQJPD\EHURXQGVTXDUHRU
PXOWLVLGHGDQGFDQEHXVHGDVDPRXWKZLUHWRIRUWLI\DERZOHWFULPRULWPD\EHWZLVWHGIRU
use in decorative filigree work. 
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6RWKHE\¶V6DOHV&DWDORJV





























Berkshire Museum Pittsfield, MA USA 
Birmingham Museum of Art, Birmingham AL USA 
Boston Museum of Fine Art MA USA 
Campbell Museum Camden NJ USA 
Carnegie Institute Museum of Art, Pittsburgh PA USA 
Cincinnati Art Museum OH USA 
Clark Art Institute 
Brooklyn Museum Brooklyn NY USA 
Dallas Museum of Art TX USA 
Dayton Art Institute OH USA 
Detroit Institute of Art MI USA 
Dewitt Gallery, Hyman Collection - Colonial Williamsburg  
  [Hyman Collection - Colonial Williamsburg, VA USA 
Dundee Museums and Art Galleries  
Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge MA USA  
Glasgow Museums Glasgow Scotland 
High Museum of Art, Atlanta GA USA 
Huntington Library San Mateo CA USA 
Huntley House Edinburgh Scotland 
Indianapolis Museum of Art IN USA 
J B Speed Museum Louisville KT USA 
Los Angeles County Museum CA USA 
Lyman Allyn Art Museum New London CT USA 
McKissick Museum University of SC Columbus SC USA 
Metropolitan Museum of Art NY USA 
Milwaukee Art Museum  WI USA 
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Minneapolis Institute of Art MN USA 
Musee de Beaux Arts Montreal Canada 
National Museums of Scotland, Edinburgh Scotland  
National Museum of Wales Cardiff Wales 
Nova Scotia Museum Hallifax Nova Scotia Canada 
Perth City Art Gallery and Museum Perth Scotland 
Philadelphia Museum of Art PA USA 
Portland Art Museum OR USA 
Rhode Island School of Museum Providence, RI USA 
Royal Ontario Museum Toronto Canada 
St Louis City Art Museum LA USA 
San Diego Museum of Art CA USA 
San Francisco, Fine Arts Museums of  CA USA 
Toledo Museum of Art OH USA 
Victoria and Albert Museum London UK 
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts Richmond VA USA 
Yale University Art Gallery New Haven CT USA 
xxxxiiRodney R. Dietert, Ph.D, Professor of Immunotoxicology, College of Veterinary Medicine, 
at Cornell University has devoted over 25 years to researching and teaching about the health 
hazards of exposure to heavy metals and other environmental contaminants.  Additionally, he 
directed both the Institute for Comparative and Environmental Toxicology and the Program 
on Breast Cancer and Environmental Risk Factors at Cornell.  Dietert is listed in Who’s Who in 
Medicine and Healthcare, Who’s Who in America and Who’s Who in the World.  Here, he directs 
his attention to the beneficial artistic and historical sides of metals - namely, the production of 
Scottish gold and silver work spanning four centuries.
Janice M Dietert, M.A., Learning Disabilities Specialist, has spent her life devoting herself to 
individuals with learning disabilities and Attention Deficit Disorder.  While raising a daughter 
with both LDs and ADD, she also earned a degree in social science that gave her the background, 
pulled heavily from her coursework in English Literature and Linguistics and neuropsychology, 
primed for higher educational work with individuals challenged in these areas.  However, she 
never left her first loves – computers and English Literature and Composition.  Now that her life 
has begun another phase, she has shifted back to using her talents with camera, computer and 
words to aid in the compilation of this magnificent compendium.